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Who Wants to be a Doctor?

T

he other day my son held a
birthday party. He invited six
friends. Three were children of
so-called heartlanders, Beng Kiang,
son of a chicken rice seller, Lian Choo,
daughter of a hairdresser and Britney,
daughter of a lounge hostess. The other
three were offsprings of so-called
cosmopolitans, Max Kumar, son of a
lawyer, Christopher, son of a banker
and Annabelle, daughter of a property
tycoon. I was happy for my son because
he has a good mix of friends.
The night before the party my
wife asked, “How are you going to
entertain them?”
“Is it necessary?” I asked her in return,
“I don’t mind having the party in the
house but entertaining them is another
matter. I have nothing in common with
them. I don’t like their food, I don’t like
the way they talk, I don’t like the way they
dress, I don’t like their music. All the things
they like I also don’t like. Would you want
me to drink and dance with them? Be
real dear, the best I can do is to settle
the bill. They will enjoy themselves
more if we make ourselves scarce.”
“But you will be missing an
opportunity,” she said.
“What opportunity?” I asked.
“Bonding with young people.”
“I have no wish to bond with pimply
pubescent pests.”
“Do you know why you are having
so much difficulties with your son? Mainly
it is because you don’t understand him.
Mix with his friends and you will probably
discover that your son is actually not
abnormal. It will change your perception
and attitude. Join them for a while and
play a game with them. You will be
surprised with the outcome. Please do it.”
Whenever my wife says, “Please do
it”, I always ended up doing it. I am not
scared of her or anything like that but I
have always been a sucker for a “Please
do it” request from the opposite sex.
“OK,“ I said, but I was at a loss
for what to do. I thought hard but
could not come up with anything. Then
someone switched on the TV and the
game show that was on gave me an idea.
Dinner was a pot-pourri of home
deliveries from KFC, MacDonalds and
Pizza Hut. They seemed to enjoy it.

“Hi gang,” I said, “Let me join you
for a while.” My son gave me a dirty
look. I ignored him.
“Uncle, can we have some of your
drink?” Max Kumar pointed at my beer.
I also ignored him.
“I will play a game with all of you.”
“But uncle you are not.......”
“Not your generation eh? Hold it.
The winner will make a hundred dollars.”
They paid attention. I explained,
“This game is patterned after the ‘Who
wants to be a millionaire?’ show that
all of you are familiar with. The format
is about the same, the major difference
is that we are playing for a maximum of
one hundred dollars only and the title
is changed to ‘Who wants to be a
doctor?’. There are seven of you and
just like the original show, only one of
you will get to the ‘hot seat’ to play the
main game. However, instead of playing
‘fastest finger first’, you will be subjected
to a spelling test. Those who fail to
spell correctly will be eliminated.”
The hundred dollars was an attractive
bait. I could see that they were eager.
I supplied them with paper and pencils.
“Please spell ACNE.” The first to be
eliminated was my own son. “AKNI”
he wrote. I was quite angry and upset
with him. I made a mental note to deal
with him after the party.
“Please spell ABSCESS.” Christopher
and Annabelle didn’t make it.
“Please spell TESTOSTERONE.” Max
Kumar failed.
“Please spell GONORRHOEA.” Lian
Choo and Britney got it wrong. Beng
Kiang won the right to be in the ‘hot seat’.
“Congratulations, BK,” I said, “And
now for the real thing. Ten questions. If
you answer all of them correctly, you go
home $100 richer. Unlike the TV show
there are no help lines, no calling a
friend, no polling the audience, no fiftyfifty. Are you ready?”
“Yes uncle,” he replied. This son of a
chicken rice seller was one confident kid.
“For ten cents, please answer this
question. The reason to be a doctor is:
a) To help the sick
b) To make a lot of money
c) For the prestige
d) To please your parents.”
Beng Kiang had no difficulty with
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this question.
“Well done BK. For twenty cents, please
answer the next question. A Humbug is:
a) A doctor who specialises in infectious
diseases
b) The bug that transmits Aids
c) A financial consultant
d) A glib medical practitioner.”
“So easy uncle,” BK said.
“This is your third question and it
is worth fifty cents. The doctor’s best
friend is:
a) The bar waitress
b) Another doctor
c) The foreign maid
d) A bottle of whisky.”
He got it right again.
“BK you can take the fifty cents or
proceed to the next level which is worth
one dollar.”
“Uncle, I want to go all the way.”
“The person who cares most for the
young doctor is:
a) The Minister for Health
b) The nurse from PRC
c) The head of department
d) Mother.”
He got this right too. It was uncanny
for one so young.
“Now for two dollars, please answer
this question. What doctors hate most is:
a) Continuing medical education
b) Hospital food
c) Lawyers
d) Bedside manners.”
“No problem Sir,”
“BK, you are really good. Are
you ready for the next question? Take
a sip of coke if you like.”
“Shoot,” he said.
“OK for five dollars, Angina is:
a) An RA movie
b) A pain arising from the heart
c) A pop group
d) A motorcycle.”
He replied immediately.
“Now for ten dollars, Mortuary is:
a) A home for juvenile delinquents
b) A concert hall
c) A place where dead bodies are kept
d) A torture chamber.”
Again no problem for BK and I was
getting nervous for my pocket.
“BK, three more questions before
you hit the jackpot. Do you want to
carry on or just take the ten bucks?”
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Letter to Editor
Editor’s Note:
In the article “Getting to the Bottom of Rising Health-Care Costs” which appeared in the Straits Times on 8 September 2001, the ST Health Correspondent
Ms Salma Khalik, attributed the cause of increasing medical bills to “higher wages and improvements in medical treatments”. She went on to examine
the 3 components of healthcare costs, namely hospitalisation, long-term medication and long-term care.
The following letter by Dr Tan Wah Tze was originally sent to the Forum Page, Straits Times, and copied to SMA. To-date, it has not been published
in ST. The SMA News is publishing Dr Tan’s letter for our readers’ information.
Dr Tan (MBBS, Singapore 1998) is currently a Medical Officer with the National Healthcare Group.

TO: EDITOR, FORUM PAGE, THE STRAITS TIMES
As a practising doctor in the public healthcare sector, I take great offense in the article “Getting to
the bottom of rising healthcare costs“ by Salma Khalik (ST 8 Sep 2001).
Your writer seems to imply that paying doctors and nurses their well-deserved wages is the
root of the problem.
Quote from the article:
“So what accounts for the rising costs? Point the finger at higher wages and improvements in medical
treatments. Last year, doctors’ salaries went up by an average of 22 percent, while those of nurses rose by 10 to 21
percent. Wages account for 60 percent of operating costs, with medical supplies such as drugs taking up 15 percent.”
Please be aware that doctors and nurses are not the only salaried people working in the public healthcare sector. To solely pinpoint
doctors and nurses for blame is unfair.
I feel that the rising healthcare cost issue is complex and multi-factorial Simplistic finger pointing will not solve the problem.
REGARDS,
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“Uncle, nothing ventured, nothing
gained. This country needs entrepreneurs.”
Wah Lau. Young Singaporeans
are answering the clarion call of the
government.
“For twenty dollars, Geriatics is:
a) A study of old people
b) An ancient ritual
c) An antique vase
d) Time wasting.”
BK was too good. I had to give him
a difficult question to try to trip him.
“BK, for fifty dollars, tell me what
the initials SMA stands for?
a) Sexually Mature Adolescents
b) Singapore Medical Association
c) Sado-Masochist Association
d) So Many Already.”
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abreast with the explosion of medical information for the next 10 to 20 years or more.
For our own sanity, we need that
miserable little time-out to rejuvenate
ourselves after a gruelling week at work,
and to feel the passion to heal again.
Anyway, is there a help hotline for a
stressed-out GP? How long can he last
when he sees no difference between a
Monday and a Sunday? It is all about
work and meeting the bottom line. I’m
sure colleagues who choose to close on
weekends do so because they want to
rest and for other commitments. CMEs

“Uncle, you give away this one,”
BK chuckled.
“What do you mean? Fifty dollars
of my money is at stake you know?”
“Yes uncle. But see what have you
left here? Your SMA newsletter. SMA
is Singapore Medical Association lor.”
I must try to save my hundred dollars.
“BK, your last question is: Who earns
the most?
a) A surgeon
b) A social escort
c) A politician
d) Ah Long San.”
It was the first time he didn’t blurt out
the answer straightaway. He was frowning.
“What’s the matter BK? This isn’t
a particularly hard question.”
“Uncle. This one I really don’t know.

I am confused. You see, my father said that
although he had not much education,
he is making big money. He also said
that each of his shops easily earns five
times more than your clinic. He has about
fifteen or sixteen outlets so I think selling
kuey png earns the most. Anyway, it is
just a game. Hundred dollars, nevermind,
let me make a guess, I pick.........”
He gave the right answer.
“Uncle, do you think I can be a doctor?”
“BK, not only can you be a doctor,
you will probably be one of the very best.
Don’t ever let your father persuade you
to sell chicken rice. Ask him to franchise
his business and you study medicine.”
I sincerely hope so. Doctors in the
mould of Beng Kiang are unlikely to stand
for any nonsense from any quarters. ■

would be lower in priority. Also, a tired
doctor would do injustice to his patients,
family and community if he is not able
to offer his best. Worse, he may make
mistakes and get sued. We are only
human, just like any guy next to us.
When I saw my daughter chomp up
the last piece of toast, with kaya stains
on her cheeks, I felt at least, for that half
hour, what the other loving fathers in the
kopi tiam look forward to on weekends
with their children. Even though I was
not able to spend the whole Sunday
with my kids like other fathers do (for
some it is both Saturday and Sunday),

I looked forward to be home for dinner
after the workshop. And if time permitted,
do next week’s groceries, wash the car,
fix its blown brake lights and get my
kids’ Gameboy cartridges or CD-Rom
games before the end of this precious
Sunday. I gulped my last mouthful of
kopi, kissed my kids and wife goodbye
and sped off along the deserted PIE
for my CME, hoping not to be late.
And I must remember to call my buaya
friends informing them, yet again, that
I can’t join them next Sunday for a fix of
golf. I would be eating prata, with egg
and onions. ■
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